related: given a particular model (or a particular theory), we cannot shuffle agent names without changing the truth values of formulae anymore.
The Logic
In this section we define our logic formally. We begin by disentangling the syntax and semantics of coalitional expressions: in all the existing literature on strategic logics, no difference is made between sets of "real" agents and the descriptions that refer to them (cf. [12, 1] and many others). Instead, it is assumed that the agents themselves occur in formulae of the logics. Such an abuse of formal notation seems acceptable when we refer to agents only in the scope of strategic operators (to name who is supposed to achieve the property in question). In our case, however, we want also to reason about agents (resp. coalitions) in the same way as about other individuals (resp. concepts). That is, we want to enjoy the benefits of first-order reasoning with respect to agents and their sets, and make sure that we do it correctly.
After defining the syntax of coalitional expressions (and formulas in which those can occur), we extend our semantics from [14] to handle the new, more sophisticated concepts and agent expressions. Finally, we present some intuitive examples, and show that every formula of CL ALCO can be equivalently transformed to a more rigid form, which will prove convenient when defining our decision procedure in further sections.
Syntax
In order to specify properties of agents and coalitions, we assume the following sets of names: a countable set N C of concept names that includes at least Agt (the name for the "grand coalition" of agents), a countable set N R of role names, a finite nonempty set N I of individual names, and a finite nonempty set N A ⊆ N I of agent names. The set of concepts is the smallest set satisfying the following conditions:
• is a concept (top concept), and every concept name is a concept;
• If i 1 , . . . , i n , n ≥ 0, are individual names then {|i 1 ,, . . . ,,i n | } is a concept (enumeration of individuals); • If C is a concept and R is a role name then ∀R.C and ∃R.C are concepts;
• If C and D are concepts then C D, C D, and C\\D are also concepts;
• If C is a concept and A is a coalitional term (defined further) then [A]C and A C are concepts.
A coalitional term is a concept that includes only names from N A ∪ {Agt}. Therefore, coalitional terms contain no concept names (except Agt), no role names, and no 'nonagent' individual names. Additionally, we define ⊥ ≡ {|| } (bottom concept), and ¬C ≡ \\C. Concept names, , and concepts of type {|i 1 ,, . . . ,,i n | } form the set of atomic concepts. Also, for any individual names i 1 , . . . , i n ∈ N I , we will use the following notation: enumterm({i 1 , . . . , i n }) = {|i 1 ,, . . . ,,i n | }, and conversely, enumset({|i 1 ,, . . . ,,i n | }) = {i 1 , . . . , i n }. When we give the semantics it will be clear that no matter how we choose to enumerate a given set of individual names by enumterm(), they will yield equivalent interpretations. Now we can define the set formulas of CL ALCO as follows: if C, D are concepts then C D and C = D are (atomic) formulas; if ϕ, ψ are formulas then ¬ϕ, ϕ ∧ ψ, ϕ ∨ ψ are formulas; if ϕ is a formula and A is a coalitional term then [A]ϕ, A ϕ are also formulas. 1 Thus, CL ALCO extends the description logic ALCO with modal operators [A], A for reasoning about how agents can transform the world, but also with means to single out agents from concepts (agent names, Agt), and with concepts [A]C, A C that group objects depending on how they can be transformed. On the other hand, CL ALCO extends coalition logic with elements of dyadic first-order logic, typical for description logics.
Models
A model for CL ALCO is a quadruple of the form M = Agt, W, E, I , where Agt is a finite nonempty set of agents, W is a nonempty set of possible worlds (states), and E, I associate a playable effectivity function E w and an ALCO-interpretation I(w) with every world w ∈ W .
An effectivity function is defined as E w : 2 Agt → 2 2 W , i.e., a function that assigns a set of achievable outcomes V ⊆ W to each coalition A ⊆ Agt. The complement sets for outcomes and coalitions are defined as V = W \ V and A = Agt \ A, respectively. E w is playable iff it satisfies the following conditions:
Additionally, we call an effectivity function semi-playable iff it satisfies conditions i-iv. Although the standard definition of playability does not make any exceptions for the grand coalition, we don't lose anything by the above definition of playability because semiplayability together with Agt-maximality and regularity is equivalent to (standard) playability [12] .
An ALCO-interpretation I(w) = ∆ I(w) , · I(w) , includes a nonempty set ∆ I(w) called the domain of state w, and a mapping · I(w) that assigns each concept name C with a subset C I(w) of ∆ I(w) , each role name R with a binary relation R I(w) on ∆ I(w) , and each individual name i with an element i = i I(w) in ∆ I(w) . We make the following semantic assumptions wrt ALCO-interpretations:
• Constant domain: ∆ I(w) = ∆ I(v) for any w, v ∈ W ; • Global individual names: i I(w) = i I(v) for all i ∈ N I and w, v ∈ W ; • Unique individual names: i
for two distinct individual names i 1 , i 2 ∈ N I and all w ∈ W ; • Correct interpretation of agent names: Agt I(w) = Agt and {i | i = a I(w) for some a ∈ N A } = Agt for every w ∈ W .
Note that we have chosen to make the unique individual names assumption because otherwise two different agent names inside modal operators might denote the same agent, lead-ing to a peculiar effect. As a consequence of our assumptions, agents are a part of domain in every state, and can be referred to like all other concepts and individuals. Moreover, the interpretation of coalitional terms does not change from state to state, and the cardinality of the set of agents Agt must be the same as the number of agent names given in N A .
In short, models of CL ALCO combine information about possible states of reality (W ), and how they can be transformed (E), and by whom (Agt), with first-order structures that characterize each possible world separately.
Semantics
The interpretation I(w) defines the denotation of individual names and primitive concepts in state w. We extend it to concept descriptions in a similar way to [14] :
where
} is the set of states that δ belongs to the interpretation of concept C. Now we define the satisfaction relation |= for CL ALCO as follows:
where A formula ϕ is satisfiable if there exist a model M = W, E, I and a state w ∈ W such that M, w |= ϕ. A concept C is satisfiable if there exist M = W, E, I and w ∈ W such that C I(w) = ∅. Concept D subsumes concept C if C I(w) ⊆ D I(w) for all models M = W, E, I and all w ∈ W . Note that concept subsumption and concept satisfiability can be reduced to formula (un)satisfiability. Concept C is satisfiable iff formula ¬(C ⊥) is satisfiable and concept D subsumes concept C iff formula ¬(C D) is unsatisfiable. The formula C D is clearly equivalent to ¬C D, and C = D to (¬C D) (¬D C). In the remainder of this paper, we will assume without loss of generality that every atomic formula is of the form E and we will restrict our attention to satisfiability of formulas.
Examples, Properties, Remarks
In the examples, we will use a 1 , a 2 , . . . for agents' names, and a 1 , a 2 , . . . for the agents that these names refer to. Happy adds that all the other agents can do nothing to change this sad state of affairs.
Example 2.2 Let P erm stand for the set of permissions to be in a building, and In represent the set of agents that are currently inside. Formula a∈N A [admin] ({|a| } P erm)∧ ¬({|a| } P erm) specifies that the administrator can grant and deny the permission to any agent. Moreover, a∈N A ¬({|a| } In) → {|a| } P erm ↔ [a]({|a| } In) says that an agent is able to enter the building if, and only if, he has a permission to do so.
Note that the specifications refer only to the agents' abilities in the current moment, while it would be rather more appropriate to specify them as invariants of the scenario. This is one of the drawbacks of coalition logic, and a reason why extending our logic with ATL operators [1] seems an interesting avenue for future research.
Example 2.3
Consider a system with a dynamic hierarchy of processes captured by the parent role name, and a dynamic configuration of active processes represented by the concept Active. Formula a∈N A (Active [a]¬Active) = ∃parent.{|a| } says that agents can deactivate exactly those processes they are parents of. Adding a requirement that an agent cannot activate a process without becoming its parent: a∈N A ¬Active [a](Active ¬∃parent.{|a| }) = ⊥ makes for a viable specification of a hierarchic multi-process system.
In the next sections we will present a procedure that constructs models for such specifications (provided they are satisfiable). Before we go on to presenting our satisfiability algorithm, however, we show that the input formula of the procedure can be given in a slightly simplified form without any loss of generality. 
Since the interpretation of coalitional terms does not change from state to state, we get that B M δ = W if δ ∈ B I(w) and ∅ otherwise. By playability of E w , we have
The proof for A B is analogous. 2
A formula is singleton reduced iff every enumeration of individuals not appearing inside a modal operator is of the form {|i| }; difference free iff it does not contain \\; in negation normal form (NNF) iff negation signs appear only in front of atomic formulas, concept names, and enumeration of individuals; and coalitionally simple iff all the coalitional terms it includes are of the form {|a 1 ,, . . . ,,a k | }, with a 1 , . . . , a k ∈ N A .
A formula can be transformed into an equivalent singleton reduced formula by the equivalence between concepts {|i 1 ,, . . . ,,i n | } and {|i 1 | } . . . {|i n | } [2] , and {|| } and ⊥; a difference free formula by the equivalence between C\\D and C ¬D; and a formula in NNF by making use of de Morgan's laws, the duality between value restrictions and full existential quantifications, and between modal operators. We denote the NNF of formula ϕ (resp. concept C) by¬ϕ (resp.¬C). For coalitionally simple formulas, we use the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5 For every formula ϕ there is an equivalent coalitionally simple formula ϕ , i.e., such that M, w |= ϕ iff M, w |= ϕ for every M, w. Moreover, ϕ is at most linearly longer than ϕ, and can be obtained in linear time wrt the length of ϕ and the number of agent names in N A . More precisely, |ϕ | = O(|ϕ| · |N A |), and it can be obtained in time
Proof. We use the following translation scheme:
• tr 1 replaces every occurrence of Agt in ϕ with enumterm(N A );
• tr 2 replaces every occurrence of [A]B and A B with B (recursively, proceeding from atomic concepts and subformulas to more complex ones); • tr 3 replaces (recursively) every occurrence of {|a 1 ,, . . . ,,a n | } {|a 1 ,, . . . ,,a m | } (where a i , a i ∈ N A ) with enumterm({a 1 , . . . , a n } ∩ {a 1 , . . . , a m }), and analogously for , \\.
Then, ϕ = tr 3 (tr 2 (tr 1 (ϕ))) is coalitionally simple and equivalent to ϕ (the proof is straightforward). 2
In fact, we will mainly consider coalitionally simple, singleton reduced, and difference free formulas in negation normal form.
Remark 2.6
We have chosen to interpret the set N A as including the names of existing rather than potential agents. It may seem somewhat restrictive when writing specifications: after we have decided on a precise syntax (including the set of agent names N A ), the number of agents is completely fixed in the models of our logic. Alternatively, we could assume a countable set of available agent names, and provide denotations for only a finite subset of those in each particular model. We are planning to explore the possibility in the future.
Hintikka Structures for CL ALCO
Decision procedures based on semantic tableaux construct not a model of the given formula, but a structure closely resembling a model, called a Hintikka structure [13] . In this section, we specify Hintikka structures for CL ALCO -formulas. The proofs showing their equivalence to CL ALCO models are omitted for reasons of space but they combine results of [14, 9] .
For a CL ALCO -formula ϕ, denote by
• con(ϕ) the set of all CL ALCO -concepts occurring in ϕ,
• rol(ϕ) the set of all role names occurring in ϕ,
• for(ϕ) the set of all subformulas of ϕ,
Definition 3.1 If ϕ is a CL ALCO formula, a basic Hintikka structure for ϕ is defined to be a hextuple H = Σ, Λ, S, L, E, J such that
• Σ is a nonempty set of states,
• Λ : Σ → 2 fcl(ϕ) maps each state to a set of formulas which is a subset of fcl(ϕ),
• S is a map associating with each w ∈ Σ a nonempty set of concept types, • L associates with each state w ∈ Σ a function
that maps each concept type s in S(w) to a set of concepts which is a subset of ccl(ϕ), • E associates with each state w ∈ Σ a function
that maps each role R in rol(ϕ) to a set of pairs of concept types from S(w), • J associates with each state w ∈ Σ a function
that maps individual names to concept types in S(w) such that i = j implies J w (i) = J w (j), and
• there is some w ϕ ∈ Σ such that ϕ ∈ Λ(w ϕ ).
Furthermore, for all w ∈ Σ, s, t ∈ S(w), ϑ, ϑ 1 , ϑ 2 ∈ fcl(ϕ), C, C 1 , C 2 ∈ ccl(ϕ), R ∈ rol(ϕ), i ∈ N I , it holds that:
, where C is a concept name or of the form {|i| };
Modal operators, regardless of being in front of formulas or concepts, impose additional properties on basic Hintikka structures. To define these properties in a more uniform way, we will use a notational convenience. Definition 3.2 Let Σ, Λ, S, L, E, J be a basic Hintikka structure for ϕ. For a state w ∈ Σ, the set Φ w is defined as
As the reader familiar with tableau would notice, the meanings of symbols α and β in our uniform notation are different than in Smullyan's notation to classify formulas [4] . We are interested in certain set of modal expressions called modal saturations.
The first tableau based decision procedure for CL is developed by Hansen [7] . Her formulation of modal saturations is simpler than ours because she instead chooses to have a separate property corresponding to superadditivity. However, such a property generates new conjunctions which are not subformulas of the original formula. In particular to our case where we also deal with concepts, this would require us to define a conjunction operator over ϑ and s : C which we wished to avoid.
We are now in a position to define a Hintikka structure which is essentially equivalent to a CL ALCO -model as far as the satisfiability of a CL ALCO -formula is concerned. Definition 3.4 Let H = Σ, Λ, S, L, E, J be a basic Hintikka structure for ϕ. H is said to be a Hintikka structure for ϕ if and only if:
(P CD ) S(w) = S(v), for all w, v ∈ Σ; (P H S ) for all w ∈ Σ, if { 1 α 1 , . . . , n α n } is a modal saturation in w then there is some v ∈ Σ such that α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ Φ v . Lemma 3.5 A CL ALCO -formula ϕ is satisfiable iff there exists a Hintikka structure for ϕ.
Representing individuals 2 explicitly in tableau algorithms for expressive fragments of first-order modal logics with constant domains is problematic as far as termination is concerned. This observation is first made for modal description logics by Baader and Laux [3] . Later, quasimodels are proposed to show the decidability of various modal description logics [16] . Only after then it was possible to devise tableau based decision procedures for these logics [11, 10] because the algorithms relied on the finite representation of individuals as offered by quasimodels. To this end, an individual (type) is defined as a function over the set of states. Definition 3.6 Let H = Σ, Λ, S, L, E, J be a basic Hintikka structure. A run r in H is a function associating with every w ∈ Σ a concept type r(w) in S(w).
A run r is defined over all states so that an individual (in the classical sense) corresponding to r is represented by some type in every state. This validates the constant domain assumption. However, one needs to impose several properties on runs in order for them to preserve satisfiability. Definition 3.7 Let H = Σ, Λ, S, L, E, J be a basic Hintikka structure for ϕ. A Hintikka quasistructure for ϕ is a tuple Q = H, R , where R is a set of runs in H. Furthermore, it holds that: (P i r ) for every i in N I , the run r i defined by r i (w) = J w (i), for all w ∈ Σ, is in R; (P s r ) for every w ∈ Σ and every s in S(w) such that s ∈ codom(J w ), there exists a run r in R such that r(w) = s; (P Q S ) for every w ∈ Σ and every r ∈ R, if Ψ is a modal saturation in w then there is some v in Σ such that r(w) : C ∈ Ψ implies r(v) : C ∈ Φ v and ϑ ∈ Ψ implies ϑ ∈ Φ v .
Lemma 3.8 Let ϕ be a CL ALCO -formula. There exists a Hintikka quasistructure for ϕ iff there exists a Hintikka structure for ϕ.
A more compact representation of a Hintikka quasistructure is possible by relaxing the definition of a run so that it can associate more than a single type for a state. However, we won't define these 'overloaded' runs but dissolve their effect into a global property in the resulting structures.
Definition 3.9 A basic Hintikka structure Σ, Λ, S, L, E, J for ϕ is a compact Hintikka quasistructure for ϕ if and only if for every w ∈ Σ,
• s : C ∈ Ψ and s ∈ codom(J w ) implies there exists a type t in S(v) such that {C | s : C ∈ Ψ} ⊆ L w (t);
Example 3.10 Consider the compact Hintikka quasistructure H = Σ, Λ, S, L, E, J for ϕ with Σ = {w, v} and
{C, E} (it does not matter how ϕ actually looks like). H is not a Hintikka quasistructure for ϕ because there exists no run r in H with r(w) = s, and hence, (P s r ) is violated. The proof is easy, if there were to be an r with r(w) = s, whatever choice we make for r(v), i.e., r(v) = s or r(v) = t, (P Q S ) would be violated. However, it is possible to modify H and convert it into a Hintikka quasistructure by duplicating the state v with all the necessary mappings.
The proof of the following Lemma generalizes the observation we made in our example.
Lemma 3.11 Let ϕ be a CL ALCO -formula. There exists a compact Hintikka quasistructure for ϕ iff there exists a Hintikka quasistructure for ϕ.
Theorem 3.12 A CL ALCO formula ϕ is satisfiable iff there exists a compact Hinttika quasistructure for ϕ.
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemmas 3.5, 3.8, and 3.11.
2
From Theorem 3.12, an algorithm which constructs a (finite) representation of a compact Hintikka quasistructure for a CL ALCO -formula can be used as a decision procedure for the satisfiability of CL ALCO -formulas. In this section, we describe such an algorithm, and we prove its termination, soundness, and completeness.
Definition of the Algorithm
Let N V be a set of countably infinite variables, and < be the well-order relation on N V . A term is either a variable or an individual name. Let ϕ be a CL ALCO formula. A constraint for ϕ is (i) a formula in fcl(ϕ), (ii) an atom of the form x : C where x is a term and C ∈ ccl(ϕ), or (iii) an atom of the form (x, y) : R where x, y are terms and R ∈ rol(ϕ). A constraint system S for ϕ is a finite, nonempty set of constraints for ϕ. A completion set T for ϕ is a set of constraint systems for ϕ. In order to avoid superfluous definitions, we will abuse the α, β uniform notation that we defined in Definition 3.2 for Hintikka structures. To this end, α and β are placeholders for constraints. α is either equal to some ϑ or A term x is in S if S contains a mention of x. A variable x is fresh for S if x is not in S and x > y for all variables y in S. We denote by S[x/i] the constraint system obtained from S by substituting every occurrence of the variable x with the individual name i. If (x, y) : R ∈ S for some role name R and terms x, y then y is called a R-successor of x in S, or just a successor when R is not important.
A variable x is blocked in S if there is some other variable y such that {C | x : C ∈ S} ⊆ {D | y : D ∈ S} and y < x. In this case, we say that y blocks x in S. S (and therefore T if S ∈ T) is said to contain a clash if • x : ⊥ ∈ S for some term x, • {x : C, x : ¬C} ⊆ S for some term x and some concept name C, • i : ¬{|i| } ∈ S for some individual name i, or • i : {|j| } ∈ S for individiual names i, j.
The local expansion rules are given in Figure 1 . The definition of the global expansion rule which adds new constraint systems into the completion set is more involved. In what follows, we will introduce this rule. We say that a rule, regardless of its type, is applicable to a constraint system S iff its condition is satisfied in S.
Let S be a constraint system. The equivalence relation ∼ S on the set of variables occurring in S is defined by taking x ∼ S y iff {C | x : C ∈ S} = {D | y : D ∈ S}. The equivalence class generated by x is denoted by
If S and S are constraint systems then S is called a variant of S, written S ≈ S , iff there is a bijective function f from the variables in S onto the variables in S such that S is obtained from S by replacing each variable x from S with f (x).
Analogous to the modal saturations defined in Definition 3.3 for Hintikka structures, a
The R∧ rule Condition:
S := S ∪ {ψ} for some ψ ∈ {ϑ 1 , ϑ 2 }. The R rule Condition:
x : C 1 C 2 ∈ S and {x : C 1 , x : C 2 } ⊆ S. Action:
S := S ∪ {x : C 1 , x : C 2 }. The R rule Condition:
x : C 1 C 2 ∈ S and {x : C 1 , x : C 2 } ∩ S = ∅. Action:
S := S ∪ {x : E} for some E ∈ {C 1 , C 2 }. The R ∃ rule Condition:
x : ∃R.C ∈ S, x is not blocked w.r.t. S, and x has no R-successor y in S with y : C ∈ S. Action:
S := S ∪ {(x, y) : R, y : C}, where y is fresh for S. The R ∀ rule Condition:
x : ∀R.C ∈ S, there is a R-successor y of x in S with y : C ∈ S. Action:
S := S ∪ {y : C}. The R i rule Condition:
x : {|i| } ∈ S for x a variable in S. Action:
C ∈ S and x : C ∈ S for a term x in S. Action:
S := S ∪ {x : C}. The R rule Condition:
¬( C) ∈ S and there is no term x such that x :¬C ∈ S. Action:
S := S ∪ {x :¬C}, where x is fresh for S. subset S of a constraint system S is called a modal saturation in S if and only if S is equal to
such that none of the modal constraints mention a blocked variable.
The global expansion rule R [A is similar to the one in [6] and defined as follows. Condition: S is not marked as finished. Action:
(i) Order linearly all positive and proper negative modal constraints in S not mentioning blocked variables in such a way that all the positive modal constraints precede all the proper negative ones. Suppose the result is the following list:
Let |L| be the length of L, i.e., m + n. Denote by Θ(S) the set {0, . . . , |L|} N A . As in the relational model, we identify the components of a tuple τ in Θ(S) by names, more precisely agent names, so that τ a corresponds to the component of τ identified by a. Lastly, for every τ ∈ Θ(S), denote by pos(τ ) the set {a | τ a ≥ m}; and by neg(τ ) the number a∈pos(τ ) (τ a − m) mod n. (ii) res := {}, where res is a set of constraint systems.
(iii) Consider the elements of Θ(S) in the lexicographic order and for each τ ∈ Θ(S) do the following: (a) Create a constraint system (iv) T := T ∪ {res}.
(v) Mark S as finished.
Let ϕ be the CL ALCO -formula to be tested for satisfiability. The tableau algorithm starts with the initial completion set T = {S 0 } for ϕ, where S 0 = {ϕ} ∪ {i : {|i| } | i ∈ N I } ∪ {x 0 : }, x 0 being the first variable from N V . T is then expanded by repeatedly applying the rules in such a way that the global expansion rule is applied only when none of the local expansion rules is applicable, and among local expansion rules R ∃ or R is applicable only when none of the other local expansion rules is applicable to a constraint system. The expansion continues until the resulting completion set contains a clash or none of the rules is applicable to it. Such a completion set is called complete. If the expansion rules can be applied to T in such a way that they yield a complete and clash-free completion set then the algorithm returns "ϕ is satisfiable", and "ϕ is unsatisfiable" otherwise. Note that the tableau algorithm is a nondeterministic algorithm due to R ∨ and R . Each of these rules chooses which disjunct to add for a disjunctive formula (concept).
Correctness and Termination
Theorem 4.1 (Termination) Let n = ccl(ϕ) + fcl(ϕ) + N I , where denotes set cardinality. When started with the initial completion set T for ϕ, the tableau algorithm terminates after the number of steps exponential in n.
Proof. We first show that a local expansion rule can be applied at most once to the same constraint. If we didn't have the rule R i , this is obvious to see. In the presence of R i , if R i is applied to some x : {|i| } ∈ S then {i :
For a term y of which x is a R-successor, this ensures that neither R ∃ nor R ∀ will be applied again to some y : ∃R.C ∈ S or y : ∀R.C ∈ S, respectively. If x :¬C ∈ S and C ∈ S then i :¬C ∈ S[x/i] ensures that R will not be applied to C ∈ S. For all the other local expansion rules, the same holds trivially.
There can be at most 2 ccl(ϕ) unblocked variables in S by the definition of blocking. New variables can only be introduced to S by R ∃ or R . Call these rules generating and all the other local expansion rules non-generating. If R ∃ has been applied to a constraint x : ∃R.C or x :¬C has been added to S by R then x will never be blocked in S because by the strategy of rule applications S was closed under the application of non-generating rules. Therefore, if a variable x is blocked then it is introduced by R ∃ , x is the successor of some unblocked term y, and there is no successor of x. As a consequence, the number of blocked variables in S can not be more than 2 ccl(ϕ) which is the case when every unblocked variable blocks a variable and all blocked variables are pairwise disjoint.
Obviously, there may exist at most ccl(ϕ) constraints of the form x : C for each term x in S. All individual names in N I are in S. Hence ccl(ϕ) · ( N I + 2 ccl(ϕ)+1 ) is the upper bound on the number of constraints of the form x : C in S, where x is a term. A constraint of the form (x, y) : R is always introduced with a constraint x : C. Therefore, the number of constraints of the form (x, y) : R is limited by the number of constraints of the form x : C.
The number of constraints of the form ϑ in S can not exceed fcl(ϕ). Combining this with the upper bound on the number of constraints with terms, the cardinality of S is at most
All local expansion rules except R i strictly expand S and as we have shown a local expansion rule can be applied at most once to the same constraint. Thus, the number of local expansion rule applications -not counting the ones for R i -can be at most , i.e., the maximal cardinality of S. We need an upper bound on the number of applications of R i . Observe that in every x : {|i| } that triggers R i , x is a variable. This means R i can not be applied more than the sum of the times that generating rules are applied. Therefore, it takes no more than 2 · steps to apply all local expansion rules to S.
Before we determine the number of steps it takes to apply all global completion rules, we need a few definitions. The modal depth md(ψ) of ψ is the length of the longest chain of nested modal operators in ψ (both in subformulas and subconcepts). The modal depth md(x : C) of a constraint x : C is defined analogously. The modal depth md(S) of a constraint system S is the maximal modal depth of constraints in S.
The depth of a tree is the number of edges in its longest branch; the outdegree is the maximal number of immediate successors of nodes in the tree.
|L| ≤ S and thus, Θ(S) = Agt ≤ n = ρ. This is also the upper bound on res. So R [A can add at most ρ new constraint systems to T at S. Let S be one of these new constraint systems. Clearly, md(S ) < md(S). Define a tree T from T in the following way.
(i) The root of T is S 0 .
(ii) If S is a node in T then S such that S is generated by R [A from S is a successor of S.
From our discussion it follows immediately that the depth of this tree is md(ϕ) and the outdegree is ρ. md(ϕ) ≤ n, and thus, the number of nodes in T is at most ρ 0 +. . .+ρ n = ζ. As R [A is the only rule that expands this tree, the total number of steps it takes to apply all global completion rules is bounded by the same number. Since we know that there are ζ nodes in T and it takes 2 · steps to apply all local expansion rules per node, 2 · · ζ is the total number of applications of local expansion rules during the run of the algorithm. Thus, the sum 2 · · ζ + ζ is the total number of applications of all expansion rules which is exponential in n.
2 Corollary 4.2 The tableau algorithm runs in NEXPTIME.
Remark 4.3 Pauly obtains the PSPACE lower bound of the satisfiability problem of CL by a polynomial reduction from the satisfiability problem of KD (the normal modal logic over serial frames) [12] . The formula satisfiability problem of KD ALC is NEXPTIMEhard [5] . Therefore, we conjecture that the NEXPTIME-hardness of CL ALC [15] (which is subsumed by CL ALCO ) could be shown by a similar reduction.
The following Lemma will be useful for establishing the soundness and completeness of the tableau algorithm. It says that R [A finds all and only modal saturations in the constraint system to which it is applied. Lemma 4.4 Suppose S is a constraint system and that R [A has been applied to S. A subset S of S is a modal saturation in S if and only if there is some τ ∈ Θ(S) such that S τ = S = ∅.
The proofs of following theorems are extensions of the respective ones in [14] . Theorem 4.6 (Soundness) If the tableau algorithm returns "ϕ is satisfiable" for a CL ALCOformula ϕ then ϕ is satisfiable. Theorem 4.7 (Completeness) If a CL ALCO -formula ϕ is satisfiable then the tableau algorithm returns "ϕ is satisfiable".
Conclusions
In this paper, we extended the Coalitional DL [14] with nominals for individuals and also used these nominals to refer to coalitions. At first sight, CL ALCO might be considered as a relatively simple extension of Coalitional DL but it is well-balanced between expressivity and difficulty of reasoning. With its expressive power, one can reason about agents' ability to influence themselves and to the best of our knowledge this is the first such coalition logic. As for the difficulty of reasoning, we use only basic set operations to reason in the modal component of the logic. Allowing more concept constructors to define coalitions would require model-checking techniques from the DL component; but it looks like an interesting research direction.
